PLATIT AG is a privately owned Swiss SME, active world-wide as one of the leading manufacturers
of thin-film coating equipment for tooling and tribological components. At our headquarters in
Selzach, near Solothurn we develop innovative PVD/PECVD technology and high-tech coatings for
tomorrow’s global applications. PLATIT is part of the international BCI Blösch Group with around 350
employees worldwide, which is a technology leader in various industrial markets.
To complete our R&D team located in Vaulruz (FR), we are looking for a

Electrical Technician 80-100% (m/w/d)
Your responsibilities & tasks:
 Electrical design and schematics in E-Plan (P8)
 Generation of part lists (Bill of Material)
 Order handling in our ERP system Navision
 Build modules and prototypes
 Electrical commissioning of new systems on-site
 Machine documentation
 CE conformity and quality checks
 Electrical work on machines
 Training of electricians
 Support for electrical engineers
 Support operations team in on-site
Your qualification:
 Automation technician, electrician, or equivalent with Federal Diploma of Higher Education
 Good understanding of CNC machines
 Good knowledge of E-Plan (P8), Vault and Inventor are an asset
 Very systematic approach to work, high quality awareness and flexibility to adapt to changing
priorities
 Understanding and interest in mechanical parts are beneficial
 Fluent in English (at least B1), French and other additional languages are an asset
We offer:
 Interesting position in a motivated and highly qualified team
 Work environment with flexibility and interdisciplinary cooperation
 Attractive employment conditions, very good social security, and pension fund benefits
 Modern working environment in the Gruyere Region with free parking

Selzach, November 11, 2021

If you are interested in this position, please send your complete CV via email with the reference
“Electrical Technician” in the subject line to: recruiting@platit.com addressed to our HR Manager,
Ms. Özlem Berkpinar.
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